I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AGREE THAT THE PRODUCT AS REPRESENTED SATISFIES DESIGN AND DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE MY DUTY TO CONFIRM PRODUCT AND INSTALLATION COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS.

MODEL NUMBER IS LAD-TRN-50-6-P
OVERALL WIDTH IS 29 1/2"
USABLE WIDTH IS 23 9/16"
OVERALL LENGTH IS 63 3/8"
USABLE LENGTH IS 58 1/2"
OVERALL HEIGHT IS 90"
PLATFORM HEIGHT IS 60"
COLOR IS VESTIL BLUE
STEP TYPE IS PERFORATED
CLIMB ANGLE IS 50°
STEP DIMENSION IS 24" x 7"
TOP STEP DIMENSION IS 24" x 14"
MAX CAPACITY IS 350 LBS

NOTE
-SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
-TOOL TRAY SOLD SEPARATELY

ALL SPECIAL UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
LEAD TIME WILL START UPON RECEIPT OF SIGNED APPROVAL DRAWING

APPROVAL
Signed: __________________________

NOTE
-SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

APPROVED

VESTIL MANUFACTURING

SALES: X
ENG: X
FAB: X
POWER: X

FILE NAME: 44-007-402

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"